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MDX Technology releases MDXT Connect version 3
London – 06th March 2014– MDX Technology (MDXT) is very pleased to announce the release of MDXT Connect version 3.
The MDXT Connect platform is: a “universal” Excel add-in for accessing real-time market data helping financial institutions
optimise their subscription and publication, rationalise legacy add-ins and save costs; a multi-source abstraction layer and
common API for accessing real-time market data helping application developers accelerate their delivery and; a lightweight
internal data sharing solution helping users share their key data more efficiently driving more profitable trading activity in
the Commodities, Energy and Financial markets.
Richard Gissing, CTO of MDXT, commented “The most significant new feature in version 3 of Connect is support for realtime replication of shared-data caches between any number of servers. This allows customers of our data sharing solution
to implement a fully resilient deployment that can mirror data across multiple servers. Additionally, customers with multisite deployments can reduce network traffic between sites by having the users at each site connect to their own local
instance of a cache and replicating the changes between the servers at each site.”
MDXT’s lightweight internal data sharing solution is in use by a number of global investment banks and brokers where
sharing of real-time price information is critical. One bank has implemented MDXT Connect to extract live pricing data from
its trading platform, build rich pricing and analytics and disseminate this data to its sales force around the globe vastly
improving the communication between the sales and trading teams and better serving its customers. At an inter-dealer
broker, MDXT Connect is used to share price indications between globally dispersed teams leading to a more efficient
service for its dealer clients.
"Connect version 3 marks a significant step forward for MDXT, driven by customer demand for server-side components for
internal data sharing that are independent of traditional market data platforms, and will pave the way to developing other
server-based solutions" said Paul Watmough, CEO of MDXT.
About MDX Technology Ltd.
MDXT focuses on market data connectivity solutions for Traders, Developers and Market Data Professionals in the Financial
Services, Energy and Commodities sectors. MDXT is headquartered in London with global representation. MDXT’s clients
include investment banks, prop traders, hedge funds, investment managers, spread betters, brokers and other software
development companies across the globe. MDXT Connect provides highly efficient data sharing as well as a single view of
multi-source data; available as a plug in for Microsoft Excel and a .Net and C++ API with interfaces to Bloomberg, Exegy,
NYSE Technologies, Solace, SunGard, Thomson Reuters and TIBCO with a roadmap of others to follow. For more
information please visit www.MDXTechnology.com.

